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Market trends have trained the e-commerce end consumer to expect faster delivery
options with little to no increased cost. A true online retailer differentiates from
competitors by offering this low-cost same-day delivery. The trick is finding the right
transportation partner to navigate final mile with both consistent service and a budget
friendly price point.
This is where TForce Logistics provides the right mix of network scope, density, financial
stability, and dedicated resources so that shippers can manage supply chain needs
ranging from supplier shipments into warehouses, to replenishment of inventories,
strategically staging products close to end-users, and consistent, on-time final mile
delivery. It’s a package of services that can be designed and deployed to meet the unique
needs of virtually any industrial or consumer product-based business.
To support e-commerce business, the newly designed tforcelogistics.com website
supports TForce Logistics’ mission to deliver strategic advantage and value to customer
supply chains as an innovative logistics partner through flexible, integrated final mile
services.
This also means an official rebrand from TForce Final Mile US and Canada into a unified
TForce Logistics. TForce Logistics’ network is purpose-designed for the demands of final
mile, e-commerce-generated shipping and covers all the major metropolitan communities
in the US and in Canada.
TForce Logistics creates a better client experience by sending proactive communications
including text notifications to the end customer, providing a sense of control and
personalization for each delivery. Feedback from the delivery process is shared with the
client purchasing delivery for an enhanced post-purchase experience. This seamless
delivery experience coupled with increased speed improves client to customer
conversion rates.
With a vision to lead final mile with diversity in work, people, customers, and solutions
in the spirit of growing and winning together, TForce Logistics is a package of services
that can be designed and deployed to meet the unique needs of virtually any industrial
or consumer product-based business.
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